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We we, college pftlfessors, allow ourselves to bepressured'into

discussing, "What's really taisic about . . ,°hre we implying that

what has been done is not truay basic, that only by blowing away all

chaff can v rind the nutritious kernel? Or are we suggesting that

by finding thd "baisics" we iiill'then miraCulously-become alchemipts

turning lead Into puke gold? Is'it not true that in searching so

diligently for "basics" we are in serious danger of precipitating ap

epidemic of "overkill"? SUrely overemphasis should be feared as

.greatly as unde'remgasts. Perhaps, howdver, we mhy speak of "basics"

as fundamental consiaerations and in so doing analyze those necessary
.

components of the"initial writing experiehce implying a dualistic ap -

proach; i:e. compesition course plus writing lab.
4

Thinking then in terms ofethe writing labipas an.extension of

or appendage to the basic writing course demands that we return to a

holistic view of the writing process. Wd'reilizenow that grammar,

rhetoric, writing are not really disparate-dntities, that in fact

they should never have been taught in isqlation since they not

exist in isolation. Consequently a plan ,must be developed th t inte-
r

. grates the parts. Purdue has employed a plan that insures the inter-

functioning of writing course and writing lab. A developmental writ-

ing course, English 100, initiates the students into the whole program.

We have known and have seen reaffirmed semester after semester that a

student only learns what he wants to learn. Therefore the basic writ-

ing course must either create or uncover thedesire to learn writing,

not reading, not linguistics, not grammar (as essential as these three

are),. but the desire to write--to communicate ideas meaningfully for

both writer and reader. We mustbe equipped to cultivate in the stu-
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dents a desire so pressing they demand the knowledge we are prepared

to supply. I feel a need to underline this point.

We have found that several factors coalesce to foster this de-

sire: 1) the teacher's constant and unfeigned respect and accept -

components
of desire ance of the student as a person--in other words acknowledgment of his

personhood, 2) the teacher's belief in the student's/ability think

and to write, 3) the student's need to make an idea "perfectly clear,"

congenial
atmosphere

and 4) the appreciation of the peer group. Our own experience will

serve here as an example for you--not as a "must follow" route but as

a possible route.

At the outset English 100 seeks to develop each of the compon-

ents of the "desire to write." All teachers including writing labora-

tory teachers must participate in the three day workshop orientation

program geared to changing teachers' pegative attitudes as well as to

developing techniques for transmitting this attitude of respect and

acceptance. Suggested background reading for each teacher is: 1)

Glasser's Reality Therapy, Harris' I'm O.K., You're O.K., Highet's

The Art of Teaching, and Macrorie's Uptaught. Whatever role the

teacher finally is to play in the learning process, that of director

acilitator, the supportive attitude is basic. Thus the atmosphere,

into ich the student steps will be one that is conducive to

ing; that to say one that is not hostile. We have found, in our

work that no particular dialect nor economic background need necessar-

ily limit a student; yet we know that barriers to learning have exist-

ed or the student wirid not be at this place at this point in time.

Therefore we conclude that environment in its broadest sense must be

a contributing factor. Our position of teacher becomes that Of

the vanguard.

The environment created in the classroom through the teacher's

3
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attitude and employment of disarming techniques is reinforced in the

writing lab where all the instructors are not only aware of the English

100 strategies but have also taught English 100. In addition the phy-

sical environment itself ,of the lab is ,planned to become an expressim

of the acceptance of the teachers and to provide stimuli for thinking.

Plants, posters, pictures, books invite the student. Thus a dove-tail-
,

ing of the two, classroom and laboratory, create a supportive milieu.

As educators we cannot afford to overlook, ignore, or demean this initial

and subtle encounter. Call it mood creating if you will, this remains

a strong contributing factor to final success--success being student
A

involvement. Any housewife, secretary, teacher of business letter writ-

ing, merchant, advertiser or psychologist will attest to the necessity

ti of this preparation.

Belief in The second component in fostering the desire to write, the teach-

ability
er's belief in the students' ability to think and to write may be seen

as an extension of the teacher's respect for and acceptance of the Au-

dent. Perhaps you have heard of the principal in Ohio who desperately

sought a teacher for a class of sixth graders, notor ous for their

rowdiness, stupidity, and inability. In fact they ere known as the

worst class in the school. No one wanted to tackle teaching the group;

finally he hired a teacher from another district to take the class

for aJsemester. The class became a paragon of virtue, took all of the
r

awards in scholastics, and generally amazed the school. At the end of

the term, the bewildered and delighted principal, having congratulated

the teacher on her unprecedented success, asked her secret. "Secret?

It's no secret. Who wouldn't succeed with students having those IQ's

listed on that sheet you handed me at the beginning of the semester?"

."Those weren't IQ scores; those were locker numbers". These may

or may not be a true story; the fact remains that time after time We
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have observed the validity of the selrujulling prophecy.

Still in many circles cynicism flourishes; students' papers

take the brunt of jokes repeated in the lounge or at cocktail par-

'ties; professors speak patronizingly of the "mindless students."

Yet an even more deplorable situation exists: ridicule has been

'praised as an acceptable and effective teaching device. The Zen

master may well strike the disciple who fails to giasp the meaning

of a question. Such behavior works well with'a disciple; i.e.; one

who already ssesses a burning desire to know. Most college frest-

men I know about have not yet achieved that "burning desire" to

write, at least not expository prose in the basic composition course.

We must rely, then, upon the teacher's belief in the student's ability

to act as a catalyst, precipitating the desire. For example English

100 begins immediately, the first day, with writing; immediately the

teacher reponds to the writing, finding strengths in thought-and/off'

the teacher's

presentation. Often/questioning or suggestinkmsterialS for further

investigation enables the student to know more on the ,subject and

thus to have more to write. Since a real skill here is to ask signifi-

cant or right questions,we spend time in the workshop looking at'"st.1.1-

dent papers and discussing how to question.

To further encourage and develop the beginning writer at-Purdue,

we publish a weekly newspaper, Easy Writers. The paper serves as an

incentive and reward,\an outlet for students' ideas and simultaneously

provides a teaching tool for the teacher both in the classroom and in 7

the laboratory. Articles published in the paper are used as stimulus

for discussion on a particular subject as well as examples to be criti-

cized for techniques of presentation and errors of usage. Every mem-

ber of the writing lab will have read the newspaper and will make it a

5.
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point to mention ideas, often continuing discussions begun in the class-

., roqm. We give the newspaper As wide a circulation oitside of the cla8s-

room as possible so ttet.ptudents will find a real necessity to write

well. To provide additional incentive for publishing, we offer litei'-

a7 awards to those students who have published the best articles dur-

ing the semester. Students send particularly fine papers to the school

newspaper, hometown papers and journals in their disciplines. Simili-

Newspaper1 Eying the total concept,we may say the publication functions as a moti7
as

Motivator vator. Peer criticism, too, begins with the publicati &i. There is a

heuristics

special section in the newspaper for criticism, peer groups for criti-

cism are formed in the classes, criteria for criticizing and evaluating

writing ftre developed and tised. Finally we publish a booklet Slice You

Asked Me... each year of the best articles which appears in East Writers.

What we have done with the newspaper is to fan a vague interest into a

firm determination to communicate by: 1) convincing the student he has

something to say, 2) providing him an outlet for his work,'and13) en-

couraging criticism. For some students the desire to write comes early

in the semester, almost as soon as they see the newspaper; for others

it comes later. At whatever moment it comes the teacher is prepared.

A system or heuristic, if you will, has been established for pub-

lishing in the newspaper. The heuristics I am suggesting here is not

so Oescriptkve as that described for example in Kenneth Burke's

Dramatic Pentad in which he offers:

Act (What was done?)

Scene (When or where was, it done?)

Agent (who did it?)

Agency (How was it done?)

Purpose (Why was it done?)

6
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Actually our plan is more of a methodology basic to any writing situa-

tion. Burke's neat, and well-conceived heuristic could be one of the

subheadings under our plan - perhaps at the rough draft stage. At any

rate with the develotment of the following experience, the newspaper,

rather than the teacher, becomes the facilitator.
t necessary

Let us re w the process/for publication. Observations on various

subjects are made and recdgded in the writer's notebook; ideally bits

of dialog, descriptions, impressions will be recorded. The teacher looks

through the notebook making suggestions for types of articles and methods

of developing them which are suggested by what the writer has recorded.

The student will then do a rough draft whiOh he will read to the class

or to a peer group; suggestions for improvement will be made. The stu-
r

dent, then, takes the rough draft and devlops it to hand in, The

13teacher will read the revised copy, notin all problem areas and asking

for revision. Again the student works'but this time he will work in the

writing lab after the student and.teachexl have discussed the'problems

aid have decided on a hierarchy for work ng with these. A basic in-

volved here is that the student decides jrhic problem "*is to be tackled

first and how. I do not mean to infer that ours is the only_method.

A history student involved in his major /could find the same degree of

motivation.

Aimed then wit desire (the need t communicate having been dis-

covered and encouraged) and the plan for attacking the problems which

have not been cleared away in their own attempts at revision, the stu-

dents go to the writing laboratory. They go voluntarily (any student

may choose to work on his list of skills to be mastered alone) and they

receive no credit for laboratory work. In other words the incentive

established in the classroom must be so strong that it carries them

7
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across the channel of dread to the new experience--writing laboratory.

Here the student finds the same -supportive atmosphere that pre-

vailed in the classroom plus the physical properties conducive to think-

ing (since the laboratory is a fixed location not used for any other

class the plants, pictures, etc. previously mentioned are used). In

addition at least two liaison members from the writing laboratory meet

with the English 100 teachers in their weekly staff meetings;,therefore

the lab instructors know about problems and solutions. Communication

is immediately established with the English 100 teacher since a note

indicating that the student has checked in at the lab with whom the

student will be working and on what. The basic I see here is the close

communica- communication between the two people involved in the student's mastery

tion
essential at this point. Papers are not revised in the writing laboratory, nor is

careful
diagnosis

editing done. These two activities remain solely the responsibility of

the student as he becomes a craftsman in his area. The laboratory func-

tions primarily in a supportive capacity.

A separate file is maintailed for each student working in the writ-

ing laboratory and the English 100 teachers check these files periodi-

cally to ascertain the students' progress. Moreover the course teacher

will check subsequent writing to determine mastery in those areas in

which the student has been working thereby reinforcing the need for 'trans-

fere ce of a given skill from an.exercise into writing'habit.

A basic for the writing lab instructor must, of course, be diagnosis

so far as priority of skills is involved; often discussion will reveal

this. For example it is quite useless to work on noun/verb agreement Jit

the student doesn't recognize either of these or if he does not under-

stand the English logic which requires a particular agreement - plural

with plural. Likewise it is senseless to speak of fused sentences
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if the student'has no concept of "sentencehood." Frankly I do not

know of a test that can accurately reveal these deeper needs. When

the student arrives with a now full-fledged determination plus a list

of specific needs, the task for the laboratory instructor becomes after

diEmosis, methodology, the "how". The laboratory itself is equipped

with various methods for teaching grammar skills and encouraging mas-
7
tery.

In the midst of a plethora of possibilitieS ises, programmed

material, tapes--the problem becomes which work with this specific

student. Therefore at the initial encounter time will spent in estab-

lishing rapportibut the student will also be asked to write. In other

words the laboratory instructor will employ the basic tactics of the

English 100 teacher: involve the student, the only difference being

that now the student demands to be taught; he is motivated to learn.

and

Again the writing will be looked atAdiscussed by the two who will then

decide on a plan of attack. Very often the student will try drills

first. If this plan is successful--successful meaning the student

demonstrates an ability to transfer a skill learned through practice

drills into the actual writing--another note is sent to the teacher

indicatingthiz, progress. If drills have not worked, tares may be used

The neces- or . . . . What we are seeing here is a very close triangular communi-

sary tri-

oangle cation system as well as a firm cooperative plan, involving student,

English 100 teacher, and laboratory instructor. Of course, the major

problem remains that of transferral as the student attempts conscious-,

ly to incorporate what has been learned in the writing lab into the

classroom situation. Proofreading becomes very important at this

juncture and the writing laboratory instructor will continue to fur-

nish material for proofreading as well as on the spot "ping until con-

9
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definite vinced that tfInsferral has occurred. When one skill has been mastered,

plan for b%

teaching the student willackle the next until all areas have been conquered. At

problems Ap_ ,,,.

present we are exploing the idea of asking students to pass an exit

exam before being dismissed from the laboratory, but we have not as yet

finalized this plan.

What we have been considering thus far are some basics or pre-

requisites for the basic writing course. Some major concerns have been

1) creating desire, 2) communication between individua3 involved in the

process, 3) providing supportive environment. When we look at such con-

tributing factors we might well return again to, the classroom where the

course does in fact evolve from the students' writing, making that writ-

ing the content of the course. That is not to say that students do not

go outside of the classroom experience; they doobut only as their own

writing indicates the interest. Simultaneously as the student is prac-

ticing in the writing laboratory, his writing in the classroom continues

where he writes, rewrites, and edits for formal publication in Easy

Writers; each student will publish at least once. Students having suc-

cessfully published in Easy Writers are asked to rework their material,

this time for a wider audience and submit the article for the university

newspaper.

While students are occupied with the writing, editing, and publish-

ing, English 100 staff and laboratory staff are concerned with political

matters. Faculty education at the departmental and university level is

a must. To help meet this need, as we have already noted, English 100

political I
publishes a yearly booklet, Since You Asked Me. . .which features the

matters
best articles published in Easy Writers that year. But the whole move-

ment is much. more complex requiring a rd-edudational program and

orientation. To this end we encourage the faculty and administration to

make class visitation as well as staff meeting visitations. Minutes

10
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of all meetings are distributed to faculty members, faculty are invited

to participate in special situations for example one teacher' asked vari-

(ous members to meet with peer groups to criticize papersland student

evaluation (unerringly high) are published. All persons involved in

the program do evaluations which we publish.

If we move from the political problems, professors who simply

do not want such students at the univers*ty, to the laboratory admini-

strative prokems I), we will find several needs. One must be an ade-

quate and thoroughly constructed testis: program. Such a demand can

be placed second only to the, 'ortance of proper diagnosis. Not only

do students feel happie about seeing tests that prove their ability

but administrators/ emand such evidence of the desireability of the

basic writing course and writing lab. .

Purely administrative problems such as whether or not to use stu-

dents as tutors, hbw to maintain the files, how to get the money for

the program, I will only touch lightly here. The limited amount of

money available alters many plans. At our institution for example the

laboratory has been available only to students enrolled in a Composi-

tion Course. Schedule sheets listing hours during which the laboratory

will be opened are circulated to all teachers of composition. Students

sign up for appointments. We have offered "mini-course" for ten to

twelve students or five - ten or whatever number all wanting to work

on the same problem. Frankly we have not done too much so far as
activity

clearing assignments` feeling rather that/ belongs to teacher and stu-
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dent rapport. We are not helping students to please a given professor's

assignment, rather to mastery writing skills. In special cases, however,

lab instructors will help to clarify assignments. Students are asked to

evaluate every meeting with a checklist; teachers are asked to evaluate

constant
evaluation students' classroom performance following the laboratory experience,_

again the checklist. Although not a perfect indicator the checklist

does have the virtue of eliciting response with a minimum outlay of

time and effort. As soon as the student leaves
,
the laboratory instruc-

tor indicates in the students' file exactly what was done and the amount

of progress made. Stucent meet with the same instructor each time un-

less a personality clash as occurred or if the laboratory instructqr

of student feels insufficient progress is being made. The problem of

how to keep the student coming is not a problem if the composition teacher

utilizes the laboratory files and communicates often with the instructor.

We of course, use peer groups for classroom criticism; however, to use

students in the laboratory would be helpful only if the student had been

carefully trained and again some freshmen resent upper classmen even if

the-latter are quite competent. Students with the most severe problems

should be seen only by the most competent laboratory instructor. .A very

thorough report written by the laboratory director listing carefully all

of the activities of the laboratory - students seen with what results

plus number of students turned away because of inadequate staffing or

not helped because of insufficient equipment sent to the department

head as well as the dean has been Our most effective means of enlarging

staff and acquiring equipment.

Finally those basics of the basic writing course I would see sofar

as the student is concerned would be 1) motivation of a desire 2) communi-

cation (more than one authority figure involved 3) careful diagnosis

12
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. 4) organized plan for student mastery 5) provision for transferral

and 6) reward. In addition, of course, the other basics inVolve the

siTer mechanics of faculty reeducation and basic course administration.
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